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Bike Rack Hits the Slopes
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Bike Rack Hits the Slopes -

As Delta Cycles Hunch Rack
now accommodates Skis

DATELINE:Foxboro, MA; issued November 3, 2000 . . .
Delta Cycle's Hunch Rack has long been beloved as a carrack that provides a "no scratch" solution to the
challenge of carrying bikes. Now a simple addition allows the rack to solve the same equation for getting your
ski gear to the slopes.

An optional ski mount adapter converts the Hunch Rack from a bike rack to a
ski rack. The nifty adaptation can accommodate two sets of skis - a special adaptor for snowboards is in
development. Now the versatile rack can get the job done in any season.

Easily assembled in less than ten minutes, the heavy-duty Hunch Rack was
designed for maximum versatility and attaches to virtually any car. Top
quality engineering provides super-strong support and rigidity. Loads of
foam padding and coated hooks keep vehicle, bikes, snowboards and skis safe from
scratches.

Attaching to the trunk, hatchback or tailgate of almost any vehicle, the
Hunch Rack is held securely in place by adjustable web straps with coated
hooks and non-slip buckles. One or two bikes can be carried, with front
forks securely clamped and rear wheels held with quick-release straps.
Bikes can be locked in place with a standard padlock. A holder that
carries two front wheels is included with the Hunch Rack system. It's like
having the benefits of a roof rack without all the bother.

The versatile Hunch Rack will transport your gear in any season, and will
outlive your current vehicle, no matter what model you buy next. The Hunch
Rack retails for $99.50, with the optional ski mount attachment available
for $24.99.

From bike racks to brake pads, Delta Cycle is an innovator. The Hunch Rack
and other Delta Cycle products are sold in fine bike and outdoor stores
throughout the country. For additional information, or to order the Hunch
Rack online, visit www.deltacycle.com, or call (800) 474-6615.
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25 year veteran of the biking industry and President of Delta Cycle, please contact Steve Dubin, PR Works,
sdubin@prworkzone.com, (781) 878-9533.
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Contact Information
Steve Dubin
Delta Cycle

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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